Development and applications in CFD modeling for secondary settling tanks over the last three decades: A review.
Secondary settling tanks (SSTs) are a crucial process that determines the performance of the activated sludge process. However, their performance is often far from satisfactory. In the last 30 years, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become a robust and cost-efficient tool for designing new SSTs, modifying the geometries of existing SSTs and improved control techniques in wastewater treatment plants. The first part of this review paper discusses the different approaches to model the motion of particles in SSTs. The applications of different multiphase approaches and the widely applied single-phase approach in different SST studies are reviewed. The second part reviews current CFD research and engineering practice, focusing on the formation and the effect of density currents, effects of different design variables, parameter uncertainties in modeling structures and atmospheric conditions. Finally, challenges and future improvements of sub-models (sludge settling, rheology, turbulence, and flocculation) in the SST model framework are identified.